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For over 20 years now many Coaches and National Tennis Federations around the world, decided t

Due to that one dimensional teaching of tennis by coaches and federations,, today everyone tha

Now back to Andy Roddick; all these technical Coaching trials at bettering his backhand or his

With Andy Roddick it would be foolish to tinker with the core of his game at this point of his
If you all remember Stefen Edberg had a "poor forehand" and a not so good forehand volley!

Th

Then Sergio what’s the secret? There is a simple secret:
Top class players learn to compensate or hide their weaknesses the best they can sometimes eve

Great players learn to play on their strengths and base their games on their strengths and the
Now to our young friend Andy Roddick, coaching and over coaching has taken away from Andy Rodi
-The punishing aces (he hits a lot less aces now then 4 or 5 years ago!).

- The risk-taking forcing second service (when he first came onto the scene his second serve w

- The punishing shots inside the court. Today Andy is playing 80% of his aggressive or defensi

What does Roddick need to do? Forget about the Coaching and the experts! Go with his instincts

- Use his biggest weapons at all time, be it big first services, big second serves or serve an
- Stop playing 15 feet behind the baseline! Play 3 to 6 feet from the baseline and get inside

- Go to the net and mix the approach shots with short fades or disguised drop-shots and mix so
- When attacking go 85% of the times up the line use very few cross court approaches.
- Never worry about the volley, if he gets inside the court, he will get easy enough put away

- Return closer to the baseline and darn it, he must get inside the court on those second serv
- From point one get ahold of his opponents and rattle them with his sheer physical power and

- Take control of the center of the tennis court and of the match; mentally, physically and wi

Finally, in the grand slams he has to be able to do this at all times 3 sets in a row or 5 int
Easier said then done, but I believe that the young man can do it!
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